about another Saudi-backed terrorist
attack about to take place. The fictional
President does not want to jeopardize
his election chances by suggesting that
he has not been successful in the war
against terror, or that he has covered up
the misdeeds of a major ally.
Ironic because that is what happened
in the real election year of 2012 leading
up to the Sept. 11, 2012 attack in Benghazi, and the coverup that followed.
Today, another Congressional investigation is being stymied, and the roles of
Britain, the United States, and Saudi
Arabia are again covered up, this time,
in the investigation of al-Qaeda in
Libya.
White House/Eric Draper
Graham calls his novel “informed Saudi Prince Bandar, former Ambassador to the U.S., shown here with President
speculation,” but sources close to the of- George W. Bush in 2002, was the key figure the “Golden Chain” network that
ficial investigations by the U.S. govern- financed al-Qaeda.
ment into 9/11/2001 say that what
Graham calls “informed speculation” is what he knows.
One thing is certain, Graham is right that without a
One section of the book, concerning a secret Saudi
full investigation of the roles of BAE and Tony Blair;
nuclear arsenal that the U.S. helped to create in order to
without complete transparency of the finances and
prevent the Saudis from developing their own nuclear
arms capabilities of the Saudis; and a full opening of
weapons in league with Pakistan, seemed to this rethe classified U.S. files on al-Qaeda that even Memviewer, far-fetched. But well-placed U.S. sources asbers of Congress are not allowed to see, America is not
sured us that the author knows of what he speaks.
safe.

Re-Open the 9/11
Investigation Now
What should the United States do now?
The investigation of the extent of foreign support for the 9/11 hijackers ought to be reopened by
the president, who has the authority to order the
FBI to pursue the existing leads seriously, or he
should designate another appropriate entity to do
so. . . .
The president should also order the declassification of the relevant documents. They have been
hidden from the American people too long. That declassification must include the 28-page chapter that
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has been censored from the report of the Congressional Joint Inquiry, as well as the reports cited in the
notes of the 9/11 Commission’s Final Report concerning al-Qaeda’s financial and logistical support
network.
The Congress should amend the sovereign immunity statute. Those who framed it did not intend
that it should shield terrorists or their collaborators
from claims against them for the murder of Americans on U.S. soil. . . .
What the Joint Inquiry learned—and has emerged
since—shows where the proverbial finger of suspicion points. It points to Saudi Arabia, and we need to
know the full truth.
From an op-ed by Sen. Bob Graham, Sept. 11,
2012.
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